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Mr. Clark's work as editor has been done with admirable skill and
care. His notes supply an index to Wood's papers, and to bis collection
of books and broadsides. The illustrations to this volume comprise a
portrait of Wood himself at the age of forty-five, a plan of the schools, a
view of the old buildings of University College, and half a dozen
facsimiles of Wood's handwriting at different periods of his life. A.
couple of errors may be briefly noted. On p. 560 for ' paid a jury,' read
' pack'd a jury.' On p. 868, note 1 for ' Henry Cavendish, second Duke of
Newcastle,' read ' William Cavendish, first Duke.' The play acted in
Robert Wood's tennis court in July 1680 (p. 490) was probably Lee's
'Sophonisba,' as Dryden's prologue to it shows.

C. H. FTETH.

Influence of Sea Power upon History. By A. T. MAHAN. (London r
Sampson Low, Marston, & Co. 1889.)

Influence of Sea Power upon the French Bevolution and Empire. By
A. T. MAHAN. (London : Sampson Low, Marston, & Co. 1898.)

IT is remarkable that English writers should have given so little attention
to this subject. Contenting themselves •with giving us a mere narrative
of events arranged chronologically, they have rarely attempted to inquire
into the causes and effects of the control of the sea. No doubt the
appearance of Vice-Admiral Colomb's two works, ' Naval Warfare' (1891)
and ' Essays on Naval Defence' (1898), has done something to remove
this reproach, but still the French are far before us in this department
of literature. Even in France, however, there does not, to our knowledge,
exist any book of so comprehensive a character as that of Captain Mahan.
Thus it has been left to our author, the late president of the United States
Naval War College at Newport, to give us the first complete treatise on
the subject. Though a large part of his two works is devoted to questions
of naval strategy and tactics—many of them of too technical a character
for the general reader—bis main aim is much wider. Anxious to arouse
among his countrymen an increased interest in the development of their
fleet, and believing as he does in the paramount importance of a strong
navy to all who aspire to become an industrial and commercial nation,
Captain Mahan has attempted ' to trace the part played by maritime
power in shaping the destinies of nations,' more especially those of
England which, since the beginning of the eighteenth century, ' has
been the sea power without any second.' In his earlier work—after
insisting on the importance of controlling the sea, ' the great highway of
the world'—Captain Mahan inquires into the conditions affecting the sea
power of nations. These he deals with under six heads: geographical
position, physical conformation, extent of territory, population, national
character, and the character of the government. Passing thence to
history he reviews the course of European events from the year 1660,
and traces the struggle for the control of the Eea between the chief
powers of western Europe until the conclusion of the war of American
independence, 1788. The second work is devoted exclusively to the mighty
struggle with the French revolution and empire, and closes with Napo-
leon's invasion of Russia (1812) which followed on the failure of hia
' continental system.' The text of his treatise is the value of the control
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of the sea. He shows us how throughout that period England was
successful as long as she kept it,' and failed only when from whatever
cause she temporarily lost it.

Among many points of interest the following have especially struck
us. Carl von Noorden in his ' Europaische Geschichte im achtzehnten
Jahrhundert,' a work unfortunately left unfinished at the author's death,
was the first to draw out very clearly the commercial interests of England
which were involved in the question of the Spanish succession, a point
certainly not sufficiently dwelt upon by English historians. To this
point Captain Mahan returns with new force. Reminding us that the
war was not originally waged to prevent Philip V ascending the Spanish
throne, but to secure the commercial interests of England and Holland,
more particularly in South America, he shows us how the appearance of
the Archduke Charles as a claimant altered the character of the war, and
diverted the aims of England to the Mediterranean. From that struggle
she emerged as a Mediterranean power, with Gibraltar and Port Mahon in
her hands, and though failing in securing the crown for Charles 'made
herself at least the mistress of the sea. In dealing with the seven years'
war Captain Mahan makes it plain how entirely the success of Wolfe
depended on the fleet. The victory on the heights of Abraham would
have been impossible if he had not been supported by the English ships ;
if Boscawen had not in 1758 seized Louisburg, the port on the island of
Cape Breton, and thus opened the St. Lawrence into the heart of Canada.
His fleet carried the army to the spot and moved up and down the
river as circumstances demanded; while the final relief of Quebec, then
in English hands, and the surrender of Montreal were due to the arrival
of a fresh English squadron which destroyed all hopes of reinforcements
from France. Nor was it only in Canada that France lost by her ' failure
to act at a distance by sea.' To this mainly is to be attributed her
loss of India. It has been usual in comparing the two rivals Dupleix
and La Bourdonnais, whose differences were so fatal to French success,
to give the palm to Dupleix. He it was, we are told, who anticipated
the ideas of Olive, and who, if he had been adequately supported, might
have laid the foundations of a French empire in India. But our author,
while not denying the magnificence of Dupleix's aims, asserts that the
views of his rival, if less exalted, were sounder, since he aimed at the
supremacy of the sea, ' at a dominion based upon free and certain com-
munication with the home country, instead of the shifting sands of
eastern intrigues and alliances.' Whether La Bourdonnais was right in
selecting the tie de France and the lie de Bourbon as the centre of the
empire may be well doubted, for their distance from India is great; bat
no one will doubt after reading Captain Mahan that it was the inferiority
of the French on those seas which finally determined the question-

To the war of American independence Captain Ma.hn.Ti devotes'nearly
one half of his first work. This may be partly due to the fact that
the war is of enduring interest to his countrymen, and' that it gives him
an opportunity of illustrating his teaching from events and over a map
familiar to his readers. The result at least is not to be regretted, for we
are accordingly presented with a most careful study of that war, par-
tioularly from the naval side. The naval power of France had been
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so materially increased by the due de Choiseul that when she intervened
in the war her navy, united to that of Spain, was nearly equal to that of
England, an equality ' which was affected to the disadvantage of England
by the superior size and artillery' of the enemy's ships. Thus we are
introduced to a maritime war the like of which had not been seen Bince
the days of De Euyter and Tourville, ' which covered all the quarters of
the world at once.' The result, as far as the colonies were concerned,
was decisive. Foiled by the French fleet in her attempt to reduce the
Atlantic seaboard, England was unable to cope effectively with the
rebellion. Finally the appearance in Chesapeake bay of the overwhelm-
ing force under Admiral de Grasse and the consequent retreat of the
English admiral Graves to New York led to the capitulation of Corn-
wallis at York Town and practically finished the war. Elsewhere, indeed,
England acting on the defensive managed to hold her own. The French
admiral Suffren proved more than a match for his brave but somewhat
inferior adversary Hughes, and the peace extricated the English from
a critical position. But in the West Indies Rodney's great victory
over Grasse at Dominica at least secured our mastery over those seas
and enabled England to escape from an unfortunate war on better terms
than might have been expected.

In his second book Captain Mahan deals with the wars of the French
revolution and empire, a subject of even greater interest to the general
reader. We are thereby enabled to realise how completely the Napo-
leonic struggle was, so far as England was concerned, a war of commerce,
and how largely our control of the sea contributed to the fall of Napoleon.
The emperor, disappointed in his attempt to restore his navy and invade
England, determined to attack her in her commerce. Hence the Berlin
and Milan decrees which ushered in his ' continental system.' It is fre-
quently asserted that the retaliatory policy of the English orders in council
was a mistake. The French, it is said, having no fleet at sea, could not
enforce their decrees ; but England by her ' orders' became the executors
to her own loss. Captain Mahan, while acknowledging that these
orders violated the then accepted principles of international law with
regard to neutrals, holds that on the grounds of policy at least they
are to be justified. As ' the combined tendency of the two policies, if
fully carried out, was seriously to interfere with, if not to destroy, the
neutral trade, the preponderance of injury must fall upon the nation
which most needed the concurrence of the neutral carrier. That nation
unquestionably was France.' As long as Great Britain ruled the sea
the neutral was more or less serving France. To crush the neutral trade
was therefore to deal a serious blow at her principal enemy. These
arguments appear conclusive. No doubt the policy of the English
government involved us in an unfortunate war with America. No doubt
in this fearful struggle' England suffered, almost died ; ' but the struggle
was for life or death, and in the end England won. The book closes
with a masterly review of the whole policy of Great Britain throughout
the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. Here Captain Mahan holds a
brief for England, against the attacks of many of our writers, notably
Macaulay. The defence of Pitt's policy is particularly noteworthy. The
ability and originality of the argument will be best realised if read side
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by side with the somewhat half-hearted advocacy of Pitt's war ministry
in the ninth chapter of Lord Rosebery's life.

We have devoted so much attention to the historical aspects of the
works under review that but little space remains for consideration of the
questions of naval strategy and tactics. With the tactics we do not
venture to deal. They are the domain of the specialist. Moreover, since
their principles vary from age to age, the experience of the past is not so
valuable to us. Those of strategy are far more permanent and involve
such momentous issues that we niust briefly dwell upon them. Students
of naval strategy may perhaps complain that Captain Mahan has not
presented his viewa in a separate treatise, as has been done for military
strategy by Sir Edward Haniley in his ' Operations of War,' or for ' Naval
Warfare' by Admiral Colomb. However that may be, they can be thus
summarised.

Captain Mahan insists on the superiority of the policy generally
adopted by the English of ' concentrating all efforts to the destruction of
the enemy's fleet; of his organised military forces.' It follows that naval
forces should be concentrated at the decisive points, even if such concen-
tration necessitates the abandonment of some position strategically valu-
able—the supreme object to be attained being the final destruction of,
or complete mastery over, the enemy's fleet—an aim so successfully
attained by the battles of the Nile and Trafalgar. The French on the
contrary have ever subordinated the naval strategy to other ' ulterior'
military objects. ' They have always preferred the glory of assuring or
preserving a conquest to that, more brilliant perhaps, but actually less
real, of taking some ships.' Thus the action of their fleets has been sub-
ordinated to the attack of posts and has generally been defensive. They
preferred the position to leeward as best suited these defensive tactics.
They avoided fighting an action to a decisive issue. In pursuance of
these principles they abandoned all idea of controlling the sea, and often
suffered severely by the neglect of opportunities which never returned.
Of this the best examples are to be found in Grasse's conduct off Fort
Eoyal, April 1781, at St. Kitts, January 1782, and again off Dominica,
April 1782. Thrice he sacrificed the opportunity of inflicting a crushing
blow to distant views of ulterior policy, to suffer on 12 April a disastrous
defeat at the hands of Rodney, who seized the opportunity let slip by liim
and thereby not only secured the control of the sea but utterly ruined
the ' ulterior objects' which the French admiral had in view. Contrast
with this Nelson's rule of fighting whenever he had a chance and his
dissatisfaction whenever one of the hostile fleet escaped which might have
been taken or destroyed.

The author next dwells on the comparative inefficiency of la guerre de
la course, i.e. of a cruising war against commerce, so often adopted by the
French, notably under Louis XIV and again under the directory and the
empire, when they had abandoned as hopeless the naval command of
the sea. On this point the evidence adduced by Captain Mahan is con-
clusive. He shows that the total loss inflicted on English commerce by
the French cruisers during the latter period did not exceed 2^ per cent, of
the tonnage, while that loss was partially made good by prizes taken
by English ships of war. Meanwhile in 1790 the directory confessed that
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the English fleet had so completely mastered the sea that they had not
a single merchantman afloat carrying French colours; all who kept the
sea having fraudulently adopted those of neutral countries.

Finally he insists on the advantage to be gained by blockading or
watching the enemy's harbours, whereby not only is the efficiency of the
enemy sapped by enforced idleness in port while your own men are in
constant training, but any attempt on their part to concentrate can be
quickly met. This policy no doubt involves tremendous strain on ships
and men, and is contrary to some of the highest professional opinion,1 bnt
it was adopted with striking effect by England during the momentous
period from May 1808 to August 1805. ' The world has never seen a
more impressive demonstration of the influence of sea power upon history.
Those far distant, storm-beaten ships, upon which the grand army never
looked, stood between it and the dominion of the world. Holding the
interior positions they did, before, and therefore between the chief dock-
yards and detachments of the French navy, the latter could only unite
by a concurrence of successful evasions, of which the failure of any one
nullified the result. Linked together as the various British fleets were
by chains of smaller vessels, chance alone could secure Bonaparte's great
combination. . . . Thus while bodily present before Brest, Eochefort, and
Toulon, strategically the British squadrons lay in the Straits of Dover,
barring the way against the army of invasion.'

We have said enough to prove the interest of these books. They do
not profess to be based on original research. The authorities used are
mainly French, and these, though superior in literary merit to our English
naval histories, are always one-sided, sometimes incorrect. Depending
almost exclusively on these, our author has been led into mistakes which
a reference to original sources or even to English writers would have
corrected. These errors, however, are in matters of detail with regard to
tactics or with regard to the losses suffered by rival fleets, and do not
affect the wider lessons of the work Though the general reader may wish
that the tactical details had been less full, and the naval specialist may
complain that there is too much history, as a treatise on the influence of
sea power on history, and especially on the sources, the growth, and the
effect of that power in the hands of England, these volumes stand without
a rival; and their lessons are equally valuable to the historian, the states-
man, the naval strategist, and the tactician. A. H. JOHNSON.

Corrispondenza tra L. A. Muratori e G. 0. Leibniz^ conservata nella B.
Biblioteca di Hannover ed in altri Instituti, e pubblicata da MATTEO
CAMPOBI. (Modena: G. J. Vincenzi e Nipoti. 1892.)

THIS volume forms a welcome supplement to what was already known
concerning the literary dealings between two illustrious historical scholars.
Who would be anxious to lay too prompt a finger upon the instances of
friction observable in transactions between Muratori and Leibniz ? Who
would not rather dwell on the fresh evidence Signor Campori's collection
furnishes of the sympathy between them, of the essential agreement in

*• See on this question Colomb's Essays on Naval Defence, c. iii.
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